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7%
IRR

offer launch: 09 aug '16  
offer close: 15 Sep '16
our target: £500,000
invest min: £100
invest max: £100,000
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a word from 
our Directors 
august 2016

We are aberdeen community energy (ace); aberdeen’s first 
community energy company. We are building Scotland’s first urban 
community hydro scheme with the uK’s biggest archimedes’ screw; 
the Donside hydro in Donside Village, aberdeen. You are hereby 
invited to invest in our innovative renewable energy scheme. 

Our mission is to help Donside community association deliver on the 
ethos of Donside Village as a sustainable mixed community, that truly 
works for its residents, visitors and natural riverside setting. at the 
same time as delivering aberdeen, Scottish, uK and european policy 
and actions addressing energy, climate, diverse economies and 
sustainable communities.

In this document you can read all about our exciting community 
share offer and lots of interesting (and some not so interesting) 
information about the project, the finances, the community behind it 
and the benefits that will come out of it for everyone.

We encourage you to read through and consider investing in this 
innovative scheme, a first on so many levels. 

together, we can build a better future.  
thank you

Sinclair Jane davie

Aberdeen’s first community driven renewable 
energy initiative, supporting the creation of Aberdeen’s first 

sustainable community.
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our offer
the total cost of the hydro is 
£1,250,000. this offer seeks to raise 
£500,000 by the issue of Shares at £1. 

Share interest will be paid at a 
projected annualised rate of 7%. 
at this projected rate members 
can expect to more than double 
their investment over the 
duration of the scheme. 

Share applications will be on a first 
come first served basis.

bonds will be offered after 
commissioning. bonds will attract a 
lower interest rate than shares. 

Your Personal Savings Allowance
interest on these shares can be 
included in your personal Savings 
allowance and may be wholly or 
partly tax-free, depending on your 
circumstances.  

introduction
ace and the Donside hydro scheme is 
aberdeen’s first community driven renewable 
energy initiative, supporting the creation of 
aberdeen’s first sustainable community – 
Donside Village. the scheme is projected to 
generate 520,000kWh of clean, renewable 
energy to help meet our nation’s energy 
needs, mitigate climate change and provide 
a community fund to help transform the area 
we call home. 

Completion of the development 
stage has been funded by grants 
and loans from the Scottish 
government’s Community and 
renewable energy Scheme (CareS).

the site has planning permission, the 
necessary SePa water licences and is locked 
into a guaranteed higher rate feed in tariff 
energy subsidy until 29th September 2016, 
after which it will reduce to a lower tariff.

the project will be financed by loans, 
bonds and as share capital raised, from this 
community share offer. to maximise the local 
benefit, we will raise as much as possible 
from community shares.

1. summary
This is a summary of the offer to acquire shares in Aberdeen 
Community Energy’s (ACE) Donside Hydro scheme.



you should regard these  
Shares as a long-term investment. 

and a maximum of

our COMMUNITY fund
Surplus profits will form a community fund - projected to be up to £450,000 over 20 years. This 
will be diverted to local charities, such as the Donside Community Association, to allocate to 
activities to make their communities more sustainable.

Maximum & minimum 
shareholding 

you may buy a minimum of 100 shares

  
Shares 100,000

our launch  
& closure  
dates

our offer opens  
09 august 2016  
our deadline for application is  
15 September 2016 or earlier  
if the target is met.

The earlier you invest, the bigger our community fund 
will be. So, we encourage you to invest early and help 
us secure the best outcome for the community!

1. summary

Our disclaimer
We comply with statutory requirements and those of the financial conduct authority. as the shares will not be listed, we are not 
required to comply with the combined code on corporate Governance. 

If you are interested in investing should do so only after reading this document in full and taking appropriate financial and other 
advice. this share offer is not covered by the financial Ombudsman Service or the financial Services compensation Scheme. this 
summary should be read as an introduction only and any decision to invest made on the basis of the document as a whole. nothing in 
this document constitutes investment, tax, legal or other advice.

at their £1.00 par value. 
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To create clean, renewable, 
local energy
the Donside hydro is projected to generate 520,000 kWh of clean, green, local electricity each year. 
this is enough to power around 130 homes and displace 240 tonnes of climate destroying cO2 
emissions from fossil fuel energy generation. 

this supports Donside Village’s ambitions to become a sustainable community, aberdeen’s 
ambitions towards economic and energy diversification and protecting our local and global 
environment. It also supports Scottish, uK and eu policy on climate, energy and sustainable 
communities. 

To deliver local  
environmental benefits
In addition to reducing impact on the climate, this scheme offers a range of landscape 
improvements to the Donside riverfront. the scheme itself will see development of a parcel of 
vacant and derelict former industrial land. flood risk will be reduced by offering additional flood 
capacity. Planting will take place offering improved landscape for wildlife.   

the community fund generated will also be directed in part towards projects that will further 
improve the landscape value of the Donside riverfront beyond the scheme. Significant tree and 
shrub planting has been designed to create valuable spaces for people and wildlife. 

We anticipate that the community fund will contribute around 
£340,000 back into the community during the first 20 years.

2. Why Invest in Our  
Hydro and Community
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2. Why Invest in Our  
Hydro and Community

To deliver needed  
social benefits
Donside Village is located in the wider community of tillydrone. While being 
a strong, passionate and capable community, it is also one of the most 
deprived in Scotland. Delivering community benefit is therefore central to this 
scheme. Development of the site, including public access to and around it will 
improve the community landscape by presenting a new space for people to 
enjoy for health and recreation. the community fund will be used to improve 
the landscape beyond the scheme, delivering for all ages and backgrounds 
to enjoy sport, food growing, social activities, and so on. We anticipate that 
the community fund will contribute up to £450,000 back into the community 
during the first 20 years of the hydro’s operation.

the educational value of the scheme will be realised through public and 
school age education programmes on renewable energy technologies, and 
other Stem subjects. 

To offer you a healthy 
financial return
Investing with us presents everyone with the opportunity to secure our vision 
of a greener, cleaner, healthier future while enabling you to receive a fair return 
on your money, likely more than you would get from a high street bank. 

the offer presents a real investment opportunity to support the local 
economies and you. 

The community fund 
generated will also 

be directed in part 
towards projects that 

will further improve 
the landscape value of 
the Donside riverfront 

beyond the scheme. 
Significant tree 

and shrub planting 
has been designed 

to create valuable 
spaces for people and 

wildlife. 

The purchase of shares should be 
seen as a social and environmental 

investment to support the aims of ACE 
and not purely as an investment for 

personal gain or profit.



Aberdeen’s economy is heavily dependent on the  
oil and gas industry. We’re trying to do our small 
part to contribute to a sustainable energy mix. 

PHOTO: FILIPE BARCHE
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About Aberdeen

aberdeen is located in north east Scotland and is Scotland’s third 
largest city. It’s also known as the Silver city because of its stunning 
granite architecture. 

aberdeen’s economy is heavily dependent on the oil and gas industry. 
We’re trying to do our small part to contribute to a sustainable energy 
mix. 

About Our Village

Donside Village is enviably located on the banks of the river Don 
around 4km from the centre of aberdeen. It is located on a historical 
mill site, the last of which ceased operating in 2001. 

the site is being re-developed into a sustainable mixed community by 
Sanctuary housing, a registered Social Landlord. 

About Community and Renewable Energy

Our scheme aligns with the Scottish Government’s commitment to 
make Scotland a hydro nation. It supports the Government’s ambition 
of increased local and community renewable energy - 500mW by 
2020, as well as supporting delivery of its target to generate 100% of 
Scotland's electricity from renewables by 2020. 

3. Some  
background

our scheme is supporting government ambition to see 
increased community ownership of renewable energy - 
500MW to be locally or community owned by 2020

helping towards the target to generate the equivalent of 
100% of Scotland's electricity from renewable resources 
by 2020. 

1
2
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Our Site
the scheme will harness the nearby urban resource – the river Don. 

Our site is low value amenity land in an active floodplain. It is at a bend in the lower reaches of the river Don, at the 
edge of Donside Village – which formerly housed a series of industrial mills. 

the weir has not been used for many years and the area around it has been secured by the community for the 
generation of renewable energy. this opportunity has been initiated and driven by Donside community association.

the scheme makes use of the river dropping about 2.5m in height over 400m around a bend. Our scheme will be fed 
by a new channel cut across the bend. 

our hydro scheme will be fed by a new lade, cut across the bend making use of the full extent of the 
natural fall. 

the riverside around the scheme and village is being improved by the community for recreational use and  
wildlife value.

Feasibility study
a feasibility report by mannPower consulting in august 2015 concluded that the site is suitable for a 100kW 
archimedes screw turbine and generator, providing around 520,451kWh of energy a year. this takes account of 
river flow data obtained from SePa and from six months on site monitoring, as well as constraints imposed by the 
abstraction licence.

Our Design & Technology
Our scheme comprises a 200m channel cut into the bend of the river, feeding water to an archimedes screw turbine 
4.3m in diameter (the biggest in the uK), together with a gearbox, generator and inverter that will generate electricity 
for export to the national grid. the gearbox and generator will be housed in a flood resistant powerhouse. 

the archimedes screw is a very old technology, developed in ancient greece for pumping water and more 
recently used in reverse to generate electricity. the archimedes screw is a reliable and simple design.

Over the past 10 years, many archimedes screw schemes have been commissioned in the uK, including community 
schemes at new mills in Derbyshire, Settle in Yorkshire and elsewhere – with other schemes under development.

4. our hydro  
project
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our Permits
all permits required have been obtained, these include:

planning permission 

Sepa water abstraction licence

grid connection

renewable energy subsidies (fits) 

  
520,451kW 

100kWArchimedes screw 
turbine & generatorproviding around

of energy a year. 

PHOTO: SINCLAIR LAING
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Energy subsidies - Feed in Tariff
Our scheme is locked-in to a feed in tariff of 20.28p/kWh for each kWh generated – assuming successful 
commissioning by the end of September 2016. this tariff is guaranteed for 20 years and is indexed by rPI. 

If the scheme commissions after that, it would receive in the region of 7.6p/kWh. 

We will also receive an export tariff, currently 4.91p/kWh, for the electricity sold to the grid, or we could sell it to an 
electricity supplier. Present wholesale prices are lower than the export tariff, so we will start with that and keep the 
option of switching to a different supplier in the future.

Our contract with our installer
 We have a contract agreed with our principal contractor which enabled construction to begin in June this year. this 
agreement is described in detail in Our financial & Legal arrangements section.

Our land rights  
under the agreement with our principal contractor, the previous landowner sold the hydro site to them. this includes 
land that is not required for the scheme. the agreement includes this land being sold back to the community for their 
use once the hydro scheme is complete in October this year. 

Your access & safety
Our site bounds our Village, our community centre and a new long-distance riverside path, part of which diverts over 
the hydro to an ‘island’ providing recreational and wildlife value. 

Our scheme offers a high quality local facility of regional interest. Our site will be constructed so the public can view the 
turbine safely. the turbine is slow moving (20 – 30 rpm) and will have screening to prevent access to any moving parts.

Our scheme offers a high quality local 
facility of regional interest, part of which 
diverts to an ‘island’ providing recreational 
and wildlife value. 
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Protecting our wildlife
we all benefit from a river abundant with wildlife. we plan to protect and encourage that.

archimedes screws are slow (20 – 30 rpm) and low impact. fish can travel down through our system with little or no 
harm (see www.fishtek.co.uk/hydropowerresearch.html). Our scheme is not located in or obstructing the main 
river. combined with the slow speed of the water exiting our system means fish will not be distracted from upstream 
migration. We have included a screen to protect otters from entering the system. 

Operating our scheme
the main points specific to our scheme are:

• Our turbine will divert a maximum of 10 cubic metres of water a second from the river. 

•  Our SEPA licence imposes 6.76 cubic metres a second “hands off flow”, meaning our turbine is not permitted to 
operate unless the river water exceeds this. this is to protect wildlife and the value of flowing water over the weir. 

•  Our electricity yield depends on the annual water flow. Flow data was collected from the local Parkhill gauging 
station as well as from six months of on-site monitoring. 

•  We commissioned a Flood Risk Assessment which demonstrated the development will be beneficial for flood 
events upstream and downstream as it creates flood capacity.

•  We also commissioned a Noise Assessment and noise mitigation is included in the design.  

•  The energy capture estimated by Mann Power Consulting would be about 520,451 kWh per year. This represents 
a capacity factor of about 60%, allowing for low water in summer where, at times, the scheme may not operate.

Selling our electricity
Our electricity will be exported to the national grid. We have a choice of taking the Ofgem generation tariff or selling to 
the market, through a Power Purchase agreement (PPa) with a supplier. 

We will always select the best value option. right now this is the Ofgem tariff. fIt regulations permit us to switch to a PPa 
if this proves worthwhile in the future.

once our scheme is operational we will investigate if our energy can be sold direct to a local consumer via a 
dedicated line or other arrangement. if this can be achieved, it might involve extra capital cost but would result in 
greater income and hence could increase profit. this would benefit the community fund and the members. 

PHOTO: ANDY COVENTRY 
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5. our 
timeline
Construction is already well underway, having started in early 
June. Our overall project timeline is set out in the table below. 

Pre-may 2016 june august 8th june - september august - september

•  pre - may 2016 
All permits, grid connection and preliminary 
accreditation confirmed, contractors appointed, 
land secured and bridging finance arranged. 

•  June 
Construction commences.

•  August 9th  
Share offer launched

•  june - September  
Construction of civil engineering work continues.

•  August - September 
Installation and commissioning of mechanical and 
electrical engineering works.

•  September  
Bond issue launched.

•  15th September  
Share offer closes

 •  october 
Landscaping and snagging.  
Scheme complete.

•   March 2017 
Bond issue closes.

•  April 2017 
First annual general meeting.  
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septemberaugust - september 15th september march '17 april'17

The scheme makes use of the river dropping 
about 2.5m in height over 400m around 

a bend. Our scheme will be fed by a new 
channel cut across the bend. 

Our hydro scheme will be fed by a new lade, 
cut across the bend making use of the full 

extent of the natural fall. 

october

PHOTO: jane fullerton
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6. our team and  
organisation
Aberdeen Community Energy (ACE)

we were established by donside village residents to build, own and operate the donside hydro 
for the benefit of the community. 

we are a registered Community benefit Society governed by rules approved and incorporated 
with the uk financial Conduct authority (fCa) (number 7251), on 30th november 2015. we are 
based in Scotland, with our registered office being 44 papermill avenue, aberdeen, ab24 2pb.

we are owned by our members who have one vote in a members’ meeting, regardless of the 
number of shares they hold. members are protected by limited liability and are only obliged to 
contribute the initial cost of their shares. 

more about us and the donside hydro can be found on our website at: ACEnergy.org.uk 
we have a board of directors that are elected each year by our members at an annual general 
meeting (agm).  

We serve in accordance with our rules. Our day-to-
day business is managed by our members, under our 
supervision. We will bear ultimate responsibility to  
our members.

We comply with the laws that govern us and the 
regulation of the fca. as our Shares will not be listed,  
we are not obliged to comply with the combined code 
on corporate Governance.

We strive to promote the  
Cooperative Values  
and Principles of:
• Self-help and responsibility
• Democracy and equality
• Honesty and openness
• Social responsibility
• Autonomy and independence
• Concern for community 
• Member economic participation
• Opportunities for education

our practices



         

We commission and work in partnership with a range of organisations offering technical and professional services, 
including professional administration services to keep our accounts.  We commission and work in partnership with a 
range of organisations offering technical and professional services, including professional administration services 
to keep our accounts.  

David Morrison,  
finance 
David is a Principal engineer and Project manager. With a Degree in mechanical 
engineering he returned to aberdeen to pursue a career in energy.  he has worked 
leading multi-national and cross-disciplined teams.

David has been involved in a number of community projects and joined ace to 
give something back. 

our current directors: 

Sinclair Laing,  
founder and chair
Sinclair is a passionate professional environmentalist who believes in the power of 
civil society to deliver common good. Graduating in environmental Sciences from 
aberdeen university, Sinclair has ten years’ experience managing sustainability 
strategy, projects and teams multi-nationally. 

Sinclair dedicates his spare time to supporting communities, including Donside,  
to develop and deliver their ambitions.

Jane Fullerton,  
secretary
Jane is also chair of the Donside community association. She is passionate about 
helping people to aspire and achieve their goals.  Jane has degrees in art and 
teaching and has applied these to her career working with the disadvantaged and 
vulnerable.

ace and the Village setting encouraged Jane to Donside and take a role within  
the community.

We, the Board, are intending to take up shares to the value of £30,000 in this share offer. 
Our shares will managed in the same way as every other Member.

Our role as Directors is voluntary and we take no pay, other than expenses.

financial
interests
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1

2

3

4

Donside Community Association 
Donside community association (Dca) is a voluntary association set up in 2013 and run by the 
residents of Donside Village. It acts to improve quality of life, community and place by setting goals, 
accessing funds and organising projects, events and activities. 

the Dca re-ignited the Donside hydro project, accessing loans and taking it through feasibility and 
permitting stages. It established ace as a separate legal entity to construct and operate the hydro. 

the Dca is an unincorporated association in the process of registering as a charity (ScIO). this will 
provide a stronger governance structure as well as being more tax efficient. 

more about the Dca, including its committee, constitution and community Investment Plan – the 
strategy for how it will define & deliver local priorities and projects - can be found on the website: 
donsidevillage.community 

Sanctuary Housing  
Our Village (Donside) was conceived and constructed on the former papermill site by tenants first, 
now part of Sanctuary housing. With around 100,000 homes in the uK, Sanctuary is one of the uK’s 
biggest social landlords. 

Local Energy Scotland  
We are being supported by Local energy Scotland (LeS) - a consortium which administers and 
manages the Scottish Government's community and renewable energy Scheme (careS).

Sharenergy 
Sharenergy is a social enterprise that exists to help local communities like ours successfully set up, 
raise capital through community shares,  and run local community renewable energy schemes. 

7. our  
partners
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Mann Power Consulting Limited 
mann Power consulting is the uK’s leading supplier of archimedean Screw hydropower 
turbines. they have commissioned more than 40 hydropower systems across the uK.

Highland Eco Design 
highland eco-Design Ltd is a micro-hydro installer based throughout Scotland. Since 
incorporation they have commissioned over 1.1mW of capacity across 28 installations. 
highland eco Design are the selected principal contractor for the project.

Other organisations 
We are also receiving advice from the following organisations:

• HBJ Gateley PLC (Legal advice)

• Burness Paull LLP  (Governance advice)

• DEP Landscape Initiatives  (Landscape design)

• Weber Shandwick (Marketing & communications)

5

6

7
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The total cost for the 100kW Archimedes screw, on work 
already complete and on a fixed price construction 
contract is £1,250,000. We will be liable for all operating 
costs and will benefit from the sale of electricity and 
renewable energy subsidies.  

Our Financial Projections are summarised in this section. 
We take responsibility for the reasonableness of the 
Projections in this Offer. Returns to our Members are 
calculated according to detailed income and expenditure 
projections for the life of the Donside Hydro. 

Our projections assume a payback of 20 years and that 
the shares are fully repaid by then. Beyond 20 years, the 
scheme will continue to operate, although income will be 
lower because the FIT tariff will no longer be received. 
We expect all surplus after this to be directed to the 
community.

8. our Financial  
Projections
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8. our Financial  
Projections

FINANCIAL YEARS 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 6 TO 10 11 TO 20 1 TO 20

fit inCome £107,658 £109,812 £112,008 £114,248 £116,533 £618,571 £1,436,987 £2,615,816

eleCtriCity SaleS inCome £25,606 £26,246 £26,903 £27,575 £28,264 £152,281 £367,225 £654,101

inCome £133,265 £136,058 £138,910 £141,823 £144,797 £770,852 £1,804,212 £3,269,918

depreCiation over 20 yearS £62,000 £62,000 £62,000 £62,000 £62,000 £310,000 £620,000 £1,240,000

operating and admin CoStS £20,504 £20,814 £21,130 £21,453 £ 21,782 £114,081 £256,942 £476,706

bridging loan intereSt £16,250 £16,250

refinanCing intereSt £37,000 £35,285 £33,485 £31,595 £29,610 £114,621 £47,804 £329,399

expenditure £135,754 £ 118,099 £ 116,615 £115,047 £113,392 £538,702 £924,746 £ 2,062,356

SurpluS -£2,489 £17,959 £22,295 £26,776 £31,406 £232,150 £879,466 £ 1,207,562

bank opening balanCe £ 400,000 £ 25,217 £ 30,000 £ 30,000 £ 30,000

Capital expenditure -£1,250,000

CareS grant £10,000

bridging loan Capital £400,00 -£400,000

refinanCing Capital £740,000 -£34,293 -£36,008 -£37,808 -£39,699 -£41,684 -£241,845 -£308,663 -£740,000

inCome £ 133,265 £ 136,058 £ 138,910 £ 141,823 £ 144,797 £ 770,852 £ 1,804,212 £ 3,269,918

expenditure (minuS depreCiation) -£73,754 -£56,099 -£54,615 -£53,047 -£51,392 -£228,702 -£304,746 -£822,356

bank intereSt £1,063 £197 £210 £206 £949 £2,089 £4,715

Community fund -£6,125 -£8,334 -£9,999 -£11,712 -£86,365 -£326,624 -£449,159

intereSt to memberS -£10,407 -£14,159 -£16,987 -£19,899 -£146,734 -£554,932 -£763,118

Share Capital (reCeipt &  repayment) £500,00 -£23,699 -£24,192 -£22,301 -£20,316 -£341,337 -£500,000

bank CloSing balanCe £500,000 £ 25,217 £30,000 £30,000 £30,000 £30,000

member return 7% irr

Income &  
expenditure projections
the table below illustrates our anticipated profit/loss and cash flow projections over 20 years for our main scenario in which the 
construction timeline is met and the share offer raises the target £500,000. the outcomes of other scenarios are listed in the Sensitivity 
analysis section.

Our scheme is locked-in to a Feed in 
Tariff of 20.28p/kWh for each kWh 

generated – assuming successful 
commissioning by october 2016. This 

tariff is guaranteed for 20 years and 
is indexed by RPI. 
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OUR projections show:
Repayment of Member capital would begin in year two  
would be repaid by year 20.

Member payment profile
Our profit should increase steadily over time as the FIT tariff (part of 

our income) is index linked. This means annual interest payments to 

Members will rise steadily over 20 years, starting below the predicted 

7% IRR and ending well above it.  IRR (Internal Rate of Return) is a 

standard way of aggregating this varying interest over time into a 

single representative figure. 

Our community fund will  
be £450,000 over 20 years.
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FINANCIAL YEAR 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 206/27

Share Capital -£1000 £0 £47 £48 £45 £41 £36 £32 £27 £23 £18

member intereSt £0 £21 £28 £34 £40 £46 £52 £59 £65 £72

member CaShflow -£1000 £0 £68 £77 £79 £80 £82 £86 £86 £88 £90

member irr = 7%

2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32 2032/33 2033/34 2034/35 2035/36 2036/37 TOTAL

£12 £7 £1 £0 £0 £107 £124 £124 £124 £184 £1,000

£79 £86 £94 £102 £110 £119 £123 £128 £132 £137 £1,526

£91 £93 £95 £102 £110 £226 £247 £252 £256 £321 £2,526

A projected payment profile based on our main 
scenario with £1,000 Member investment is:

We will pay interest and capital once 
our annual accounts are finalised and 
approved after our financial year end. 
So, if we make a profit in the financial 
year 2017/18, the interest and capital 
repayment would only be received by the 
member part-way through 2018. This delay 
has been incorporated in the profiles above 
and in the calculations of IRR.

Interest on these shares 
can be included in your 

Personal Savings Allowance 
and may be wholly or partly 
tax-free, depending on your 

circumstances.  
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•  Our scheme commissions on time and 
obtains the fIt tariff locked in at preliminary 
accreditation.  
Our Sensitivity analysis section explores the 
scenario if this is not achieved.

•  Our annual production is in line with 
calculations, averaging 520,000 kWh per year. 
If production falls below this, our revenues 
will be less. technical faults will be covered by 
warranties and we will ensure insurance  
is in place.

•  Global energy markets, uK electricity industry, 
uK government policy, and the desirability for  
renewable electricity, will be consistent and 
favourable to our hydro over 20 years, resulting 
in continued electricity demand.

•  Prices for electricity and services will be 
reasonably similar to currently prices through the 
life of our hydro (accounting for inflation).

•  Our operation and maintenance costs will be 
incurred from the start. maintenance costs will 
rise as equipment ages. Our operation and 
maintenance costs will not rise faster than our 
income. 

•  We know that occasional debris clearance from 
the screen will be needed. this will be done by 
volunteers.

•  Our build cost is based on a fixed-price turnkey 
contract.

•  Our Projections are based on data gathered and 
calculated by mannPower consulting,  
including abstraction data agreed with SePa.

•  rPI inflation of 2.0% is assumed on all costs and 
services. Grid electricity inflation is set at 2.5% 
per annum over 20 years. 

•  Our income is based on the feed in tariff and on 
electricity exported at the set rate. the feed in 
tariff is guaranteed for 20 years.

•  Depreciation of equipment is straight-line over 20 
years and creates the fund to pay back members’ 
capital. We will return capital each year as our 
cashflow allows, subject to us maintaining a 
contingency reserve.

•  We consider the scheme will not be liable for 
business rates in line with Scottish government 
policy for community schemes.

•  We will not pay corporation tax as our profits 
are allocated to depreciation, distributed to our 
members and as a community fund. 

•  Our insurance costs are £5,000/year, based on the 
best quote provided.

•  Our administration costs are £5,500/year. these 
costs have been offered by Sharenergy who 
administer similar Societies. We will produce 
annual accounts and, as a small business, will 
apply for exemption  
from audit.

•  Our bank interest is modelled at 0.5%. 

•  Our monthly expenditure is small and will be 
covered by sales and fIt income.  
We will be cash positive every year.

our  
assumptions

Our Projections are based on the following principal assumptions:

aberdeen Community energy         Share Offer DOcument
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Our surplus profit will be shared between community 
shareholders and a community fund. We have set member  
share interest at a rate we consider right to attract  
sufficient investment. 

Once the scheme is operational and exact costs known, we 
will prepare more accurate projections and the profit split 
between shareholders and community fund agreed by the 
end of the first year. It will remain in place for 20 years. If 
the generator performs better than our projections, both 
members and the community will benefit, and vice versa.

If the construction timeline is met, the profit split will be 
set so that projected Irr for members will be 7% over 20 
years. all shareholder returns are dependent on the scheme 
producing sufficient surplus to meet these target levels.

If this timeline is not achieved, a lower fIt will be received 
and mean there would be no community fund. under the 
agreement with the installer, they will return capital our 
plus at least 2% interest which should allow us to return 
member capital with at least 2% interest.

more detail on the arrangement for disbursement of the 
community fund and the work of the Dca will be available 
on their website donsidevillage.community. the plan 
is being drafted through engagement with the local 
community.

1

2

3

4

5

Our distribution 
of profit

7%
RETURN ON  
INVESTMENT
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9. sensitivity  
analysis
In this section we explore different scenarios, based around our agreement with our 
installer and not meeting our construction timeline. 

We will explore opportunities for increasing our income in 
the future, including selling electricity direct. This could 
further improve your return  and the community fund.

We have run these scenarios through a financial model. The results below show the projected returns: 

 Meet timeline contract payments on time Shares capital received

Scenario 1 ✓ ✓ £500,000
Scenario 2 ✓ X £300,000
Scenario 3 X x £300,000

 20 year  
Community fund

Shareholder interest 
(IRR)

Shareholder  
capital return

Scenario 1 £450,000 7% All capital returned 

Scenario 2 £190,000 7% All capital returned

Scenario 3 £0 2% All capital returned 



 annual interest payments to Members will rise steadily 
over 20 years, starting below the predicted 7% IRR and 
ending well above it.

  

Repayment of Member capital 
would begin in year two  
would be repaid by year 20.

PHOTO: sinclair laing
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to protect investors, we will not convert any share 
applications into shares until the formal binding contract, 
endorsed by our lawyers, has been signed.

CARES funding
the Scottish Government recognises the value of 
community and renewable energy. they provide early 
financial support for projects through their community 
and renewable energy Scheme (careS). the loans are 
repayable once other finance can be accessed. 

We received a £10,000 grant and £150,000 loan from 
careS for the development phase. We have negotiated 
a further £100,000 to bridge fund some of the 
construction costs.

Community shares
as a registered Society, we are allowed to raise 
capital through sale of withdrawable shares under 
the cooperative and community benefit act 2014. 
Our intention is to raise £500,000 through the offer 
described in this document.

those who buy shares will be our members. they 
will, depending on performance, receive interest and 
repayment of their full investment over 20 years. 
Withdrawable shares cannot be traded and cannot 
increase in value. the value that shareholders receive is 
their interest. 

Bridging loans
We are putting in place lower interest bridging loans to 
cover payments from scheme commissioning onwards. 
this will help secure us a larger share of the income 
from the scheme. these loans will be refinanced as 
bonds (see below) or converted into long term loans.

Bonds
following the Share Offer and successful commissioning 
of the hydro, we will launch a Bond Offer to refinance 
the remaining capital. as the Bonds will be very low 
risk, they will return much lower interest than shares 
(around 4%).

If we don’t raise enough through bonds, we will 
refinance through commercial loans. as the interest 
rate is likely to be higher, this will result in a smaller 
community fund.

those buying bonds will receive fixed interest and their 
capital, but won’t become our members and won’t be 
able to vote at members meetings (unless already a 
member by buying shares). 

10. Our Finance &  
Legal Arrangements
in this section we outline how we are managing the capital required 
to construct our scheme, including our agreement with our 
principal contractor.
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Our agreement is intended to ensure 
everyone shares an equal balance 

of risk and reward.

Investment & construction contract
throughout the development we’ve worked in very 
close in partnership with the installers, highland eco-
Design (heD) and their technology partner mannPower 
consulting. 

We have an agreement in place with heD to construct 
the scheme and to provide capital where we fall short. In 
that situation, they will retain a share of the income. 

We have arranged with them for construction to begin 
before we completed our share offer, in order to meet 
our commissioning timeline.

Our agreement, outlined below, has been negotiated 
with the full support of our commercial lawyers, hBJ 
Gateley. at the launch of the share offer, the final 
contract has yet to be signed, but the terms are firmly 
agreed. to protect investors, we will not convert any 
share applications into shares until the formal binding 
contract, endorsed by our lawyers, has been signed 
between us.

the arrangement is as follows: 

1.  heD has set up a subsidiary company dedicated to 
building our hydro. this subsidiary is called Donside 
hydro Power company Ltd (DhPcL).

2.  Sanctuary 2. housing has sold the land required to 
DhPcL enabling them to start construction.

3.  We have agreed a fixed price construction contract 
with DhPcL for the construction, equipment and 
commissioning required.

4.  Our contract includes a series of stage payments. 
Whatever proportion of these we meet secures us 
an equivalent proportion of the income. DhPcL will 
receive a proportion equivalent to any shortfall in 
payments they need to cover.

5.  the earlier you invest, the bigger our 
community fund will be. So, we encourage 
you to invest early and help us secure the best 
outcome for the community!

6.  If by the end of the scheme DhPcL has invested 
some capital, we have the option to buy them 
out later at a net Present Value of the income 
they would receive.  

7.  We will own and operate the scheme, being 
responsible for maintenance and administration. 
We will lease the land from DhPcL on which the 
hydro is located. 

8.  £5,000 per year will be paid to DhPcL for the 
land rent. the remaining 95% net income will 
be split between ace and DhPcL in proportion 
to the capital invested by each. the amount 
of income allocated to DhPcL will be paid as a 
“turnover rent”. 

9.  In calculating the “turnover rent”, net income is 
calculated as gross income less operating costs 
(including insurance, maintenance, metering 
and other direct costs).

10.  If we do not raise £330,740 within six months of 
commissioning, DhPcL will own and operate 
the scheme and pay us the required proportion 
of the income. 

11.  In that situation, DhPcL also has the option to 
purchase at net Present Value of the income 
we would receive.  
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as a Society for the benefit of the Community, 
our rules limit the use of our funds to 
community benefit. we set ourselves up this 
way so our profits are protected for local 
communities. 

we have a deed of Covenant (legal agreement) 
in place that states the community fund will be 
channelled through local charities, including the 
donside association (dCa). 

we are working closely with the dCa and the 
wider community to develop a Community 
investment plan which will give all stakeholders 
in the community an opportunity to contribute 
to the discussion on how this fund should be 
spent. our intention is that the fund will be 
spent on projects that focus on the issue of 
sustainability, including improving the local 
riverside landscape for people and wildlife.

clean green energy 

the Donside hydro is projected to 
generate 520,000 kWh of local elec-
tricity each year. enough to power 
around 130 homes and displace 240 
tonnes of climate destroying cO2 
emissions from fossil fuel energy 
generation. 

a sustainable community  
Donside hydro supports Scottish, 
uK and eu policy on climate, energy 
and sustainable communities, as 
well as offering a range of landscape 
improvements to the Donside 
riverfront.

Protecting wildlife
Our scheme is not located in 
or obstructing the main river. 
combined with the slow speed of 
the water exiting our system means 
fish will not be distracted from 
upstream migration.

11. Community  
Benefits

the community 
fund will be 
up to £450,000 
over 20 years if 
we manage to 
raise the target 
£500,000 in 
shares by the 
deadline.
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The community fund will be used to improve the landscape 
beyond the scheme, allowing all ages and backgrounds to 

enjoy sport, food growing, social activities, and so on. 12. the  
risk factors
Successful projects manage and mitigate risks appropriately. the following risks have been 
identified. the board will manage these and any other risks throughout. you should take appropriate 
advice and make your own risk assessment whilst bearing in mind the social and environmental 
aspects of this investment opportunity. 

your liability

ace is a limited liability Society. members’ liability is limited to the value of their shares, nothing more.

your share value

the value of shares can fluctuate according to the value of the underlying business. Shares can decrease in value if 
the business does not achieve the income projected. Shares in a registered Society can never become worth more 
than their purchase value. the return that members receive is through interest payments on their capital.

The risks specific to this Offer

•  We may not raise target capital. to be prudent, we have arranged back-up capital. using this would reduce the 
community fund.

•    If the scheme is commissioned after 29th September, income would be lower and member returns no less than 
2%. We are confident we have mitigated this risk, which is explained more in Our financial & Legal arrangements 
section.   

the Risks specific to long term operation

•    the scheme may not generate as much electricity as predicted. We consider the predicted load factor (59%) is 
realistic given the site can accommodate a larger turbine. there may be dryer years, but across several years 
variations should average out.

•    Warranties and insurances will cover mechanical breakdown, accidental / malicious damage and public liability. 
equipment failure in exceptional circumstances may increase maintenance costs and this may impact income.

•   We consider ace to be exempt of business rates which is consistent with current Scottish Government policy. Should 
this be discontinued, the project may be liable, which would reduce income.

•   the project will receive income from two streams; the feed in tariff (fIt) and electricity sales. the fIt is fixed rate 
and index linked, representing a predictable income. the income from electricity sales can fluctuate with the 
wholesale price and may depend on a negotiated purchase price. Wholesale prices can’t be predicted with certainty 
over 20 years. this risk is common to investment in electricity but demand is predicted to rise over 20 years so the 
risk is low risk that the price will fall significantly over the term.



13. our  
share 
offer

the project will 
displace the 
equivalent of 
approximately

240    
tonnes  
of CO2 every year

This Offer is being made so that:
The 100kW Donside Hydro scheme can be  
constructed and commissioned.

Members may benefit from ACE owning the  
hydro scheme.

Members may be drawn from  
the local community.

ACE and its Members can contribute to renewable 
energy production and create a community fund; 
thereby helping to fight climate change and deliver 
social benefits across Aberdeen.

1

2

3

4

PHOTO: Krzysztof Paniczek
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our Offer Shares
500,000 ordinary Shares of £1 are offered at par and payable in full on acceptance of an 
application on the terms and conditions of this Offer Document. the Shares, which will 
not be traded on any stock exchange, have been created under the co-operative and 
community Benefit Society act 2014

Successful applicants will receive share certificates and their details and holdings 
will be recorded in a share register to be kept by Sharenergy, on behalf of ace, at the 
Pump house, coton hill, Shrewsbury, SY1 2DP, or by a suitably competent successor 
organisation. each person or organisation issued with Shares becomes a member of ace, 
with membership rights defined in the rules. 

the principal rights are:

•  One vote per holding on resolutions of the Members, including in relation to the 
appointment of directors.

  •  The right to receive a proportionate annual interest payment as a return on the 
investment in shares (subject to available profits).

 •  The right to the return of the original investment at the end of the life of the Hydro 
installation (subject to available surplus assets and any new business of aCe).

  • As a Member, eligibility for election to the Board.

our Interest payment
the date on which entitlement to interest arises will be announced each year. It is 
envisaged that any interest unclaimed for a period of seven years will be cancelled for the 
benefit of all members. no special procedures have been established for non-uK resident 
holders.

You Rights to share in profits/surpluses
all members are entitled to share in interest declared out of annual profits, such 
payments to be divided equally between the total Shares in issue. this means that a 
member with 10,000 shares has a single vote but will receive interest on all 10,000 shares. 

Your rights to withdraw your shares
Withdrawal of Shares may take place in accordance with the rules. members do not have 
the right to withdraw shares but the Board of ace has the power to permit Shares to be 
withdrawn by agreement between the Board and the member. also, the Board has the 
power to return capital to members at its discretion and plans to do so annually, spread 
pro-rata across the membership, as capital accumulates in the Society. 

Your tax
Interest payments made to members will be subject to united Kingdom taxation. It 
is expected that payments will be made gross and investors will be responsible for 
declaring this income on their tax returns. 

remember - interest on these shares can be 
included in your personal Savings allowance.
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Your eligibility

You may apply if you are over 16 and meet the membership requirements of our rules.

 Your Application 
You are strongly advised to take appropriate independent financial and other advice.

By delivering an application form you offer to subscribe, on the terms and conditions contained in this Offer Document, for 
the number of Shares specified, or the lesser number that may be allocated.

Once you make an application it cannot be withdrawn.

If your application is successful and you receive Shares, you agree to automatic membership of ace and to be bound by our 
rules.

Your promise 
You meet the eligibility criteria.

You are not (unless a registered Society) making multiple applications for more than 100,000 Shares.

You are not relying on any information or representation which is not included in this Offer Document.

You shall provide all additional information and documentation requested by aberdeen community energy in connection  
with your application; including in connection with taxation, money laundering or other regulations.

You have the authority to sign the application form for yourself, another person or an organisation.

Our Procedure
We will present your cheque/bankers’ drafts on receipt – it may be rejected if it does not clear on first presentation.

We may retain surplus monies pending the clearance of your cheque.

We may reject your application in whole, or part, or scale it down, without giving reasons.

We will return any of your rejected or scaled-down money by crossed cheque or bank transfer, no later than one month after 
the end of the Offer.

We will not pay interest on the money we return to you.

We may accept your incomplete or inaccurate application form as if complete and accurate.

We reserve the right not to enter into correspondence with you pending the issue of your shares or the return of your money.

We will publish the results of the Offer to you within one month of the Offer closing, if your application was successful.

You will receive your Share certificate within one month of the Offer closing, if your application was successful.

Pricing, trading and dealing arrangements
the Board has resolved to offer Shares at their par value of £1. ace intends paying interest on members’ shares each year from 
the time when electricity generation begins (except in year one), such that retained profits will not accumulate. the underlying 
asset value of each Share is likely to remain at £1 and any Share redemption will take place at par. 

14. Our Terms  
and Conditions
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Your attention is particularly drawn to:

 •  the risk factors which describe risks relating to 
this offer.

•  terms and Conditions - by completing the 
application form you will be making an irrevocable 
offer to enter into a contract with aCe.

•  the rules of aCe - in buying Shares you become a 
member and will be bound by those rules.

all investment and commercial activities carry risk. 
Should ace get into financial difficulties:

•  we may not be in a position to pay interest

•  we may have to suspend your rights to withdraw 
shares

•  you may lose all the money you pay for your shares

If ace is wound up, its assets will first be used to meet 
its liabilities; next to repay members any outstanding 

15. Other Things We 
Need To Tell You 

share capital, and finally any surplus remaining will 
be passed onto a charity, society or other not-for-
profit body with similar objectives. 

General information sourced from third parties in 
this Offer Document has been accurately reproduced 
and as far as the Directors are aware and are able to 
ascertain from information published by that third 
party, no facts have been omitted which would render 
the reproduced information inaccurate or misleading.  

this share offer is not covered by the financial 
Ombudsman Service or the financial Services 
compensation Scheme.

In the event a member’s death, the executor can apply 
to withdraw their shares. this application will get 
priority over others. 

You should consider taking 
appropriate financial and other 

advice, particularly in relation to 
any aspect of the Offer Document 

which is not clear to you. 
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How to apply for Shares 
the Offer is open to individuals, registered Societies and other 
organisations. You have two options for purchasing shares with us:

1) by completing and returning the application form

2) by applying via Crowdfunder*: 

www.crowdfunder.co.uk/aCe  

*applications via crowdfunder incur us a 2.5% administration fee on 
the amount you invest. 

How much you can invest
You may buy a minimum of 100 and a maximum of 100,000 Shares at 
their £1 par value. 

Our contact details
this Share Offer is being administered by Sharenergy. for all enquiries 
relating to this Share Offer, please contact them at:  
Sharenergy,  
the pump house,  
Coton hill,  
Shrewsbury,  
Sy1 2dp 
tel. 01743 277119 or email: info@sharenergy.coop  

16.  
How To Invest 

PHOTO: FILIPE BARCHE
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aberdeen Community energy – donside hydro Share issue, august 2016
ImPOrtant: BefOre cOmPLetInG thIS aPPLIcatIOn fOrm YOu muSt:

• Read the accompanying Share Offer Document

• Pay special attention to the Risk Factors set out in this Offer Document

•  Consider where you need to take financial advice or other advice in relation to the Terms and Conditions of the Offer contained in the 
Offer Document

•  Read the Rules of Aberdeen Community Energy available on the company website at acenergy.org.uk or from ace

pleaSe uSe CapitalS, blaCk ink and Complete both SideS of the appliCation form

Amount to invest
I/my organisation wish to invest £ ....................................00 in aberdeen community energy at the price of £1.00 per Share. You may invest no less than 
£100 and no more than £100,000 (except for registered Societies).

Payment of interest
If you would like your interest payments by bank transfer, please provide details in the box below, otherwise interest will be paid by cheque.

17. Application form 

NAME ON ACCOUNT SORT CODE ACCOUNT NUMBER

                                                
applicant details

forenames: ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................Surname: .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

address: ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................Postcode: ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Phone: ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

email:

Please provide us with your email address to help keep costs of administration down

if the applicant is an organisation

Organisation name: .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Organisation address: ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................Organisation postcode: ............................................................................................................................

type of organisation:.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................registration number: ......................................................................................................................................

name of authorised signatory signing this application: ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Position of authorised signatory: ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Application form continued 
Declaration
i/my organisation confirm the understanding that:
•  I am over 16 and the I/my organisation meets the Offer eligibility criteria.

•  I/my organisation have read the Offer Document (including the Risk Factors and How to Invest) and the Rules of ACE.

•  I/my organisation is not relying on any information or representation in relation to the Offer which is not included in the Offer 
Document. 

•  Our Application may be withdrawn if a supplementary Offer Document is issued, but not otherwise and if and when accepted by 
ace forms a contract subject to Scottish law on the terms and conditions of the Offer Document. 

•  If the Offer is oversubscribed it is possible that an otherwise eligible Application will not be accepted in part or in whole.

•  ACE is hereby authorised to make such enquiries as are deemed necessary to confirm the eligibility of this Application.

•  I/my organisation shall provide all additional information and documentation requested by ACE in connection with this 
application, including in connection with money laundering, taxation or other regulations.

•  I/my organisation is not (unless a Registered Society) making an application or multiple applications for a total of more than 
100,000 Shares.

•  If signing this Application on behalf of any person/organisation I am doing so with explicit authority.

•  I/my organisation, if not UK resident, are responsible for ensuring that our Application complies with any laws or regulations 
applicable outside the uK to which we are subject.

 i understand that the cheque or bankers draft supporting this application (if enclosed) will be presented for payment upon 
receipt and i warrant that it will be paid on first presentation.

payment
I wish to pay by cheque: bank transfer:  (tick as appropriate)

If we need to return any or all of your monies because of oversubscription or cancellation of the project, please indicate whether you 
would like this returned by cheque or by bank transfer to your account specified overleaf.

Please return any monies by cheque:  bank transfer: (tick as appropriate)

Please post your completed application form and payment to:

aberdeen Community energy , c/o Sharenergy, the pump house, Coton hill, Shrewsbury, Sy1 2dp

We would be grateful if you would inform us how you first heard of this Share Offer: ...............................................................................................................................................................................................

this application form can be photocopied and additional application forms are available from: acenergy.org.uk.  
for all enquiries use the contact details in the Offer document.

thank you for considering investing in and joining aberdeen Community energy

pleaSe uSe CapitalS, blaCk ink and Complete both SideS of the appliCation form

Signature: (applicant/on behalf of applicant organisation as applicable):     date:

Cheque bank transfer

Please attach a single cheque or banker’s draft 
for the amount shown above, payable 
to aberdeen Community energy.

Please pay by bank transfer to the following account:
account name: aberdeen Community energy
Sort code: 08 92 99
account number: 6578 2402 
Please use your name as the reference attached to the transfer.
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special thanks
Designing, constructing and operating a hydro energy power station is 
no easy feat! especially for a new community. We've been expertly and 
patiently supported through our exciting and challenging venture by a 
wide range of people and organisations. Some of the key ones are listed 
below. the rest of you know who you are. a heartfelt thank you to you all 
for seeing into our vision and helping us to build a better future, together. 

For information or involvement in this 
scheme, please get in touch with  
Aberdeen Community Energy.

Visit us online:

acenergy.org.uk

www/facebook.com/acenergy2016

twitter.com/ACEnergy2016 

www.linkedin.com/company/aberdeen-
community-energy 

Or email us: info@acenergy.org.uk 

aberdeen community energy is the trading name for Donside 
community hydro Limited, a community Benefit Society registered with 
the financial conduct authority, number: 7251



for enquiries relating to this share offer contact:
Sharenergy, the pump house,  
Coton hill, Shrewsbury, Sy1 2dp
t. 01743 277119
e. info@sharenergy.coop
w. sharenergy.coop

acenergy.org.uk


